summer mini catalogue

:: 1 December 2009–31 March 2010 : :

: : products in this mini catalogue are available through 31 March 2010 : :

dear friends,
you probably could have guessed that stamping is one of my favourite
pastimes—if i ever have an extra minute, i head to my stamp studio.
i am amazed every time i meet someone who hasn’t tried stamping,
and i can’t wait to get a stamp and ink pad in her hand.
our à la carte

to dabble a bit. be forewarned—i guarantee that once you try it, you

if you’ve already been bitten by the stamping bug, you’re sure to see an individual stamp or two that

if that’s not enough, there are other stamps sets, designer series paper, rub-ons, accessories, and

this mini catalogue didn’t feel like a mini to me at all—there is plenty here to add to your wish list

This symbol identifies products that are part
of the exciting Shelli’s Signature Collection™.
shelli gardner
cofounder and ceo

This symbol identifies Two-Step
Stampin’ sets.
This symbol identifies Stampin’
Around wheels.
This symbol shows products in our
Stampin’ Memories® line.
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Page numbers refer to this mini catalogue unless otherwise noted. the abbreviation
IB&C refers to the 2009-2010 Idea Book & Catalogue. contact your demonstrator to
Place an order. Products in this mini catalogue are available through 31 march 2010.
they may or may not aPPear in uPcoming catalogues. any exchanges of catalogue
items must be made within 90 days of the shiPPing date.
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à la carte

Kind Heart*

set of

Sweet Birthday

set of

Like-O-Meter

set of

116681 $11.95 aud i $13.95 nzd

117719 $12.95 aud i $14.95 nzd

117723 $14.95 aud i $17.95 nzd
*this set fulfills the angel Policy (IB&C
with Joy card also uses basic Phrases set (IB&C

1

1

1

Sweetness Unlimited

set of

Chocolate Bunny

set of

117721 $11.95 aud i $13.95 nzd

117725 $13.95 aud i $16.95 nzd

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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Images in our Framed with Love set offer the
perfect frame for a greeting from your favourite
stamp set or phrase from our Chit Chat Rub-Ons.

set of

7

4

Framed with Love

117713 $49.95 aud i $58.95 nzd
© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

say anything
Apply just the right phrase
to enhance any card stock,
patterned paper, or stamped
image with our easy-to-apply
Chit Chat Rub-Ons.

2 sheets, 14.9 x 30.5 cm.
AUD

111804 chit chat rub-ons

nZd

$19.95 $23.50

whisper white, chocolate chip

rub-ons shown at 40%.

friend card also uses abc alPhabet lower set (IB&C

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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set of

8

6

I {Heart} Hearts

117715 $42.95 aud i $49.95 nzd
© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

friend card also uses Polka dot background stamP (IB&C

handcrafted from the heart
Add a handcrafted, textured look
to your projects with a variety of
our colourful Designer buttons.
These small wonders give detail and
dimension to your projects.

Playground

sherbet

Designer Buttons
add a little pizzazz to your creations with these unique buttons. each package includes 30 buttons, 3 ea. of the
button styles shown.
116313 Playground

aud

nzd

$15.50

$18.50

$15.50

$18.50

tempting turquoise, real red, more mustard, old olive

116312 sherbet
Pretty in Pink, certainly celery, bashful blue, Pumpkin Pie

Cards & Envelopes
the scallop edge on these notes make them an excellent choice for instantly
elegant cards. 30 cards: 10 of ea. colour. includes 30 very vanilla envelopes.
card dimensions: 10.2 x 7 cm. envelope dimensions: 10.8 x 7.6 cm.
111336 scallop notes ii

buttons shown at 60%.
you Page also uses defining alPhabet set (IB&C

aud

nzd

$23.95

$28.50

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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window to the world
Our Something Sweet set, Sweet
Treat cups, and the new 1-3/4" (4.4
cm) Circle punch make it easy to
create treat bags, cards, and other
projects. And the Sweet Treat padded
envelopes make it easy to send your
sweet creation to a loved one.

Punch
coordinates with the something sweet set and sweet
treat cups. ideal for framing medium-sized images and
layering with our other circle punches (IB&C
112004

AUD

nZd

$30.95

$35.95

Sweet Treat Cups and Padded Envelopes
sweet treat cups are sized to coordinate perfectly with the circle image
in the something sweet set. fill sweet treat cups with your favourite
treat. includes 12 cups with adhesive liners. 5.7 cm diameter. Padded
envelopes include 3 per pkg. 21.3 x 14 cm.
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AUD

nZd

116802

$6.50

$7.75

116911

$6.50

$7.75

summer mini catalogue

Surround a Sweet Treat
cup with the leaf and
petal images from our
Something Sweet set to
create a tasty flower treat!
And see how we’ve used
the baby rattle image from
this set on the front cover
of this mini.

Something Sweet

117699 $44.95 aud i $52.95 nzd
© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

set of

14
9
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Create our colourful and sturdy egg stand by stamping
three skirt images from the Eggcoutrements set in different
colours, punching out the images using the Scallop Edge
punch (IB&C 152), and layering the images.

set of

5

Eggcoutrements

118334 $39.95 aud i $46.95 nzd

Spring Floral

115166 $11.95 aud i $13.95 nzd
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Wagon Full of Fun

117701 $51.95 aud i $60.95 nzd
haPPy birthday Page also uses full calendar (IB&C
alPhabet & numbers (IB&C

IB&C

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

set of

10
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set of

5

Butterfly Prints

117711 $25.95 aud i $29.95 nzd

Punch
create quick accents that seem to

116629

12
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aud

nzd

$30.95

$35.95

The delicate line art images in
the For Everything set are the
perfect canvas to watercolour
using the Aqua Painter ® or
blender pens (IB&C 156) and your
favourite Classic ink colours.

For Everything

116686 $47.95 aud i $56.95 nzd

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

set of

11
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Try something new—rather than showing the
bold polka dots on the front of the Real Red
3/4" (2 cm) polka-dot grosgrain ribbon, try
flipping the ribbon over to display the delicate
stitching on the back side.

set of

5

Hello Again

117717 $21.95 aud i $25.95 nzd

Retro Remix

115619 $11.95 aud i $13.95 nzd

Accents & Elements

shown—2.5, 3.2, and 3.8 cm.
115604 fleurettes ii

aud

nzd

$19.95

$23.50

whisper white

fleurettes shown at 60%.
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enJoy card also uses on your birthday set (IB&C

be a ribbon rebel
Ribbon is not just for tying bows. Think
outside the spool and use our variety
of ribbons to create textured, colourful
backgrounds for punched shapes.

Ribbon
a classic polka-dot grosgrain ribbon with delicate stitching is perfect
for gift wrapping and gift tags. Polka dots are very vanilla, 3/4"

115608 3/4" Polka-dot grosgrain

aud

nzd

$19.95

$23.50

real red

Ribbon
creations. coordinates with the sweet bella line (IB&C

111363 1-1/4" grosgrain

aud

nzd

$14.95

$17.95

Pink Pirouette

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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it’s a party of colour!
Add brightness and warmth to
your creations with the bold
colours of our Kaleidoscope
Designer Series paper.

115680

kaleidoscope designer series Paper

aud

nzd

$16.95

$19.95

tempting turquoise, green galore, summer sun,
only orange, Pink Passion, Pixie Pink

16
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PaPer Patterns shown at 25%
Party banner also uses short order alPhabet set (IB&C

summer mini catalogue

Nature’s Nest

117707 $39.95 aud i $46.95 nzd

set of

5

Designer Hardware
, these painted grommets add whimsy and fun to your
creations. small assortment includes 60 pieces: 15 of ea. colour; approx. 1.3 cm.
®

IB&C
images. use the bone folder (IB&C
small

Jumbo

114349 basic small grommets

aud

nzd

$11.25

$13.95

$11.25

$13.95

basic black, silver, very vanilla, whisper white

grommets shown at 100%.

114348 basic Jumbo grommets
basic black, silver, very vanilla, whisper white

thank you card also uses god’s blessings set (IB&C
kind thanks card also uses thank you kindly set (IB&C

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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With Stampin’ Write markers (IB&C 127), you
can create multicoloured stamped images
that give contrast and detail to a project—like
we’ve done on this scrapbook page with a
single flower image from the Razzle Dazzle set.

set of

5
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Razzle Dazzle

117709 $33.95 aud i $39.95 nzd
© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

no borders to style
Turn ordinary into extraordinary
with the Dots & Designs Rub-Ons.
Splendid as borders on cards and
scrapbook pages for an added
touch of style.

2 sheets, 14.9 x 30.5 cm.

AUD

nZd

115728 dots & designs rub-ons $21.95 $25.95
chocolate chip, ruby red,
whisper white

rub-ons shown at 40%.

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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it’s a zoo out there!
Let the wild side of your creativity
out with the bold colours and
animal images in our Tall Tales
Designer Series paper and our
coordinating Animal Stories set.

12 sheets: 2 ea. 12" x 12" (30.5

x

30.5

cm

115678 tall tales designer series Paper

aud

nzd

$16.95

$19.95

chocolate chip, so saffron, old olive,
brilliant blue, rose red

20
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PaPer Patterns shown at 25%.
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Create a soft look by folding ribbon and
stitching to create pleats. This adds focus
and femininity without a lot of effort.

Animal Stories

117705 $24.95 aud i $28.95 nzd
© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !

set of

4
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a cut above
Circles are always in fashion—and
now quickly cutting and adding
them to your projects is easier than
ever with the Circle Scissor Plus.
Create perfect circles every time!

Circle Scissor Plus
Plus to cut and draw circles with ease. works best with the glass
mat. replacement cutting blades are sold separately in a pkg. of 3.
aud

nzd

112530 circle scissor Plus

$54.95

$65.50

112532

$7.95

$8.95

Glass Mat
mat provides a smooth glass cutting surface that allows a cutting
blade to glide without dragging or skipping. use with the circle
scissor Plus. 33 x 33 cm.
112531 glass mat
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aud

nzd

$37.95

$44.95
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colour coordination
from a variety of coordinating products. see the idea book & catalogue for our complete line.

in color
:: don’t miss this year’s exciting In Color™ palette of on-trend colours : :
kiwi kiss

baJa breeZe

Pacific Point

Pink Pirouette

riding hood red

tangerine tango

bold brights

earth elements

rich regals

soft subtles

glorious green

chocolate chiP

bordering blue

Perfect Plum

green galore

close to cocoa

broc ade blue

Pale Plum

gable green

creamy c aramel

ballet blue

Pretty in Pink

yoyo yellow

more mustard

night of navy

blush blossom

only orange

PumPkin Pie

taken with teal

aPricot aPPeal

real red

really rust

handsome hunter

barely banana

Pink Passion

ruby red

always artichoke

certainly celery

Pixie Pink

c ameo coral

so saffron

mellow moss

orchid oPulence

summer sun

regal rose

sage shadow

lovely lilac

old olive

rose red

bashful blue

brilliant blue

garden green

bravo burgundy

almost amethyst

temPting turquoise

not quite navy

elegant eggPlant

lavender lace

®

®

®

®

neutrals
whisPer white

very vanilla

sahara sand

going gray

basic gray

basic brown

basic black

© 1990 –2009 stampin ’ up !
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say it with a single stamp

www.stampinup.com.au  www.stampinup.co.nz
1800 787 867 au
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To order Stampin’ Up! products from this
mini catalogue, contact your demonstrator:

Not sure you can say what you need to
with a single stamp? Think again.
À la carte stamps—like our Like-O-Meter
stamp—are versatile enough to get your
important message across. Priced below
$15 AUD/$18 NZD, these stamps also make
it easy to share your creativity at an
economical price.

